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My specialty is

«Mechatronics and mobile robotics 

technology (by industry)» 



 The word “mechatronics” is a combination of 

the terms ‘mechanical’ and ‘electronics’ 

 Mechatronics is a junction for merging of 

concepts between mechanical engineering, 

electrical engineering, and computer science 

to design, create and operate products 

What is “mechatronics”?



What is mechatronics?



The purpose of the project is 

 to prove that English plays an important  

part in the profession of  mechatronics 

engineer

 to show the necessity of English,  

especially its technical terminology



Tasks of the project are

 to consider what the specialty of 

mechatronics and mobile robotics 

includes

 to understand why technical English is 

needed in this field of activity



The urgency
 Modern lifestyle makes more and more 

demands from those people who want to 

move with time: mobility, computer 

skills, knowledge of foreign languages

 No doubt that learning of English is very 

important for specialists



The use of English in my profession



Most of the equipment 

which is used in 

mechatronics is made 

abroad and all markings 

are done in English

Why is English 

important?



Why is English important?
To understand the instruction 

of the operator's manual is easy if you know 

English 



Why is English important?
English language is needed for professionals 

in mechatronics industry for competent 

communication on General topics with 

English-speaking partners

!!!Study Mechatronics in Tallinn University of Technology!.avi


We asked 50 students 

of mechatronics and mobile 

robotics specialty 



What is your level of English? 1



Do you consider  English is necessary 

for a mechatronics specialist? 

96%

4%
Students  who

understand

the necessity

of English

Don’t care 

about English

2



What do you do to improve your 

language skills? 
3
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I study it
additionally

I study it only
during the

classes

I do nothing.I
see no reason

I study it additionally

I study it only during
the classes

I do nothing.I see no
reason



Conclusion 

English is very important 

for mechatronics specialists

 It is necessary to motivate students 

to learn English



Thank you for attention!


